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and his racy Swiss dialect-words, which must often
send a foreign reader in despair to the Swiss Idiotikon^
stimulate like the breath of his own mountain air.
Occasionally Spitteler even allows himself forcible
neologisms and violations of the German tongue
itself. But the quality I would place highest iti his
work is its extraordinary plasticity: everything is
visualized, not mentally constructed; his gods are
created, not merely described ; this is a quality absent
in none of the great epics. He has an extraordinary
genius, too, for converting the most commonplace
of individual experiences—and his imagery more often
than not goes back to impressions of his earliest
childhood—into sublime world-happenings. The
terrible machine of necessity, for instance, was the
child's first impression of a spinning-loom, and the
Homeric battle of Ajax with the Giants a memory
of the rough labourers in his uncle's brewery.
Spitteler himself tells us: " The cherry-tree of
Aphrodite, the walnut-tree of Pandora, the grass of
Baldur, the corn of Noontide grew on my grand-
father's fields. They have stood the transference well,
even to Olympos."
The Gods of Greece have often passed across the
stage of Northern literatures. In the seventeenth
century they masqueraded in German poetry, like
strange, uncouth ghosts, with grotesquely German-
ized names; in the great eighteenth century, after a
temporary eclipse by the rival gods of the Germanic
north, they ruled over a placid world of beauty and
humanity ; even in the age of ascendant romanticism
they were no strangers, and readers of the Scandina-
vian literatures will recall incongruous blendings of
the race of Odin with that of Zeus, or, at a later date,
noble visions of the old cosmogony conjured up by
Paludan-Muller in Denmark and Rydberg in Sweden.
In German poetry one seems to see the passing of the
old gods in Heine's poetry of the North Sea and in his
unforgettable vision in the JLeisebilder, where they fade

